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Abstract Document clustering has many important applications in the area of data
mining and information retrieval. Many existing document clustering techniques use the
‘‘bag-of-words’’ model to represent the content of a document. However, this representation is only effective for grouping related documents when these documents share a large
proportion of lexically equivalent terms. In other words, instances of synonymy between
related documents are ignored, which can reduce the effectiveness of applications using a
standard full-text document representation. To address this problem, we present a new
approach for clustering scientific documents, based on the utilization of citation contexts.
A citation context is essentially the text surrounding the reference markers used to refer to
other scientific works. We hypothesize that citation contexts will provide relevant synonymous and related vocabulary which will help increase the effectiveness of the bag-ofwords representation. In this paper, we investigate the power of these citation-specific word
features, and compare them with the original document’s textual representation in a
document clustering task on two collections of labeled scientific journal papers from two
distinct domains: High Energy Physics and Genomics. We also compare these text-based
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clustering techniques with a link-based clustering algorithm which determines the similarity between documents based on the number of co-citations, that is in-links represented
by citing documents and out-links represented by cited documents. Our experimental
results indicate that the use of citation contexts, when combined with the vocabulary in the
full-text of the document, is a promising alternative means of capturing critical topics
covered by journal articles. More specifically, this document representation strategy when
used by the clustering algorithm investigated in this paper, outperforms both the full-text
clustering approach and the link-based clustering technique on both scientific journal
datasets.
Keywords
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1 Introduction
The great amount of scientific information being published makes it difficult for users of
search engines to identify relevant information. For example, in the biomedical domain
alone around 1,800 new papers are published daily (Hunter and Cohen 2006). Automatic
document clustering provides a possible solution to this information overload problem,
whereby users can quickly visualize the search space or search results, using labeled
clusters of articles, that have been grouped into topical and sub-topical categories.
Automatic document clustering (that automatically groups related documents into
clusters) is a powerful technique for large-scale topic discovery from text that can help to
tackle the problem of information overload. For example, document clustering allows
unsupervised discovery of the main topics or themes of the documents within a corpus. So,
users can scan the clusters to explore documents of interest without having to formulate a
query, which is particularly useful when they are unfamiliar with a topic and their exact
information need. This is referred to as clustering based navigation of the search space. For
retrieval, on the other hand, document clustering can be used as a means of improving the
efficiency of an IR system by pre-clustering the entire corpus and retrieving clusters rather
than documents (Salton 1971). This method is said to also improve recall by identifying
relevant documents that make no reference to a query term, but which are topically related
to other relevant documents in the rank list which do. Liu and Croft (2004) have also used
clustering to address term sparsity issues with the document model in a language modelling
approach to IR, where the document’s containing cluster has been successfully used to
interpolate this document model. Furthermore, it can be used as an alternative means of
presenting a ranked list of candidate documents in response to a user query.1 Potentially,
this helps users find relevant documents more quickly. Manning et al. (2008) have discussed a number of different clustering applications that take advantage of clustering an IR
application.
Traditionally, in document clustering, documents are represented by vectors of term
frequencies. Many existing document clustering techniques (Voorhees 1986) use this
simple ‘‘bag-of-words’’ model to represent a document in a collection. The bag-of-words
simply consists of terms that appear in a publication’s original source text. Each term is
then assigned a ‘‘weight of importance’’ using a weighting metric such as the tf-idf
weighting scheme (Salton 1971). The K-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms are
two approaches which use this bag-of-words model.
1

e.g. As done by the search engine http://clusty.com.
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However, this type of document representation is not always informative for grouping
and distinguishing documents, due to two linguistic phenomena: ambiguity and synonymy.
Ambiguity occurs when documents share lexically similar, but semantically distinct terms
(e.g., the money sense of ‘‘bank’’ versus the river sense of ‘‘bank’’). Ambiguity causes
errors in text processing tasks, because it can make documents appear more similar than
they actually are. Synonymy, on the other hand, occurs when semantically related, but
lexically dissimilar words make two related documents appear less related than they
actually are. In the IR literature the synonymy issue is often referred to as the vocabulary
mismatch problem (Furnas et al. 1987). Synonymy has been shown to have a greater effect
on IR performance than ambiguity (Krovetz and Croft 1992). In this paper, we explore a
technique for capturing synonymous and related terms in two scientific domains: High
Energy Physics and Genomics. Here are some examples of synonymous terms in these
domains:
1. Dilaton is also known as the radion or graviscalar.
2. Spectrograph is equivalent to spectroscope.
3. The unit of measurement mole is an abbreviated form of the phrase gram-molarweight.
4. CRC is an acronym used to refer to the disease Colorectal cancer.
5. The DLEC1gene (deleted in lung and esophageal cancer 1) can also be referred to by
the following synonymous gene names: DLC1 or F56.
More specifically, the aim of this paper is to address this issue of synonymy by collecting
related and near-synonymous terms from the citation contexts of articles for a given journal
paper. Citation contexts refer to textual descriptions of a given scientific article found in
other articles in the document collection which cite it. Our hypothesis, in this paper, is that
these contexts contain useful synonymous and related terms that can be used to boost the
accuracy of the similarity calculation between documents in a text clustering application.
We use these citation terms as an alternative representation of an article, which we call the
document’s citation representation. Beside this citation representation, we also present two
alternative representations: the standard full-text representation which contains all the
vocabulary in the original document, and a hybrid representation which combines original
and citation representations together. An additional aim of our experiments is to discover the
strengths of these three document representations in the context of three distinct clustering
approaches: Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering, K-means Clustering and Bi-clustering.
Link-based clustering (Angelova and Siersdorfer 2006; Lawrence et al. 1999; Kleinberg
1999) differs from the other approaches, as it ignores the textual content of the document
and instead measures the relatedness of two documents based on the common links
(citations) shared by the two documents. Our experiments indicate that such a link-based
approach is inferior to a text-based approach for this categorization task.
Our experiments also show that citation contexts can provide relevant synonymous and
related vocabulary which helps increase the effectiveness of the bag-of-words representation. More precisely, at the general topic granularity level combining citation terms with
the full text representation can significantly improve the document clustering accuracy;
when the required topic granularity is more fine-grained, less improvements in document
clustering accuracy are observed.
A detailed analysis of our results shows that citation terms tend to capture the general
topic keywords of a paper. This lead us to develop an improved approach to standard
hierarchical clustering, whereby document similarity is computed using mostly standard
full text terms when clusters are small (and topics are thus specific); while when clusters
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become large (and topics are thus more general), similarity is then computed mainly using
citation terms. We call this method dynamic hierarchical clustering, and we show that it
can notably outperform the standard hierarchical clustering algorithm on our datasets.

2 Related work
In this section, we provide a general overview of citation contexts and how they have been
used to represent document content in Information Processing applications. We also discuss the similarity between citation contexts and anchor text, which has been used very
successfully by the IR community in the area of Web search.
2.1 Citation contexts
Citations and their use have been of great interest to researchers. One of the seminal works
in this area was published by Garfield, who analyzed citation links among scholarly articles
(Garfield 1964). The exploitation of citation links and the context surrounding them, often
referred to as citation sentences or citances, has also gained much recent attention (Mercer
and Marco 2004; Nanba et al. 1999). In these papers, text surrounding a citation is
extracted in order to determine the relationship between the two papers connected by that
citation, called the citation function.
Nakov et al. (2004) and White (2004) provide a recent review of research surrounding
citation analysis. In particular, White (2004) states that most of the research in this area is
based on a manual analysis of citations from which three major uses of citations are
explored: citation categorization where citations are labeled, for example, as conceptual
versus operational, organic versus perfunctory, evolutionary versus juxtapositional, and
confirmational versus negative (Moravcsik and Murugesan 1975); recurring terms in
citances can be used as additional subject headings for indexing purposes; in the context of
social networks, citations have been used to explore the citer’s motivations (support,
oppose or survey) for referring to an earlier related work (Nakov et al. 2004).
There is also some interesting work on citations explored by Nanba et al. (2000, 2004;
Nanba and Okumura 2005), where they analyze citations of research papers and automatically classify citation links based on their motivations into three categories, using 160
pre-defined phrase-based rules. The three categories are (i) a comparison to other related
papers (either negatively or positively) (ii) building on other related work (iii) others that
do not fall into either of the previous two classes. This categorization scheme is used then
to build a system for reviewing and survey academic literature.
Work by Nakov et al. (2004) focuses on the utility of citations in the context of
managing the vast of amounts of Life Science literature now available. They identify a
number of promising applications of citations in this domain: a source for unannotated
comparable corpora, summarization of the target papers, synonym identification and disambiguation, entity recognition and relation extraction, and improved citation indexes for
document retrieval.
Teufel and Moens (2002) and Siddharthan and Teufel (2007) introduced a scientific
attribution task, which tries to attribute scientific work to citations. They describe Argumentative Zoning which is a discourse analysis technique that labels sentences, according
to their role in the authors argument e.g. contrasting, background. The aim in this case is to
identify the novel claim or contribution of a cited paper by analysing its citations using this
technique. Their experiments were conducted on conference articles in computational
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linguistics and their evaluation, which used comparison to human-annotated attribution,
showed a very high agreement (around 80%) with human gold standard annotation.
Another interesting work based on citation contexts is introduced by Elkiss et al. (2008).
They provided a quantitative analysis of the benefits of citation contexts with regards to
other applications such as summarization and information retrieval. In particular, they
examined the relationship between the abstract and citation contexts of a given scientific
paper. Their experiments show that citation contexts may have extra focused information
that is not present in an abstract. Therefore, they suggest that citation contexts can be
utilized as a different kind of supplementary summary to the traditional abstract.
2.2 Extracting citation contexts
An important consideration when using citation contexts is: how to extract them automatically from text? In many cases this is not a straight forward task, since citation maker
styles vary from one document to another in the academic literature (Powley and Dale
2007; Ritchie et al. 2006; Teufel et al. 2006). For example, there are formal-textual,
formal-indexed and informal citation styles. Formal-textual citations use an author–year
pair to uniquely identify an entry in the reference list and can be either a syntactic citation
(e.g. author-name (year) proposed a method that …) or a parenthetical citation (e.g. A
method proposed by (author-name, year) …). A formal-indexed citation uses a unique key
to refer to a reference in the reference list (e.g. The method introduced in [key] can …). An
informal citation does not require all these pieces of information to distinguish the reference (e.g. author-name has argued that …).
Many techniques have been proposed to address this problem, such as Bergmark (2000),
Bergmark et al. (2001), Powley and Dale (2007). A recent attempt to identify and extract
citation contexts with high accuracy is introduced by Powley and Dale (2007). Powley and
Dale collect multiple sources of internal evidence about entities from documents, and
integrate citation extraction, reference segmentation, and citation reference matching. In
short, they parse the reference list in order to collect entities such as author names and
years, and they identify candidate sentences containing these entities. After that, they
match reference list items to the candidate sentences using the entities identified earlier.
They handle different citation styles and multiple citations in one sentence. Their approach
was evaluated with respect to an F-measure and involves author named entity recognition
(F = 0.98), citation identification (F = 0.98), and citation reference matching (F = 0.95).
Another interesting and recent work that looks at identifying bibliography items and
retrieving citation contexts from a plain text file is introduced by Councill et al. (2008).
They developed ParsCit, which is a system that depends on a machine learning methods
coupled with a heuristic processing framework. The system models features useful for
identifying bibliography items and matching them with the body text features in order to
find relevant citation contexts. The reference list parsing procedure involves a tokenising
process based on several metadata fields, such as author and title. For every reference item,
one or more regular expressions are produced in order to match the citation contexts in the
body of the text. These expressions can handle explicit citation styles, such as square
bracket or parenthetical markers, and implicit citation styles which use the author names
and year of publication.
Once the citation markers are identified, determining which terms around the marker
actually refer to it, is nontrivial and may even require human interaction. Ritchie et al.
(2006) discussed this issue and present some examples of citations where this is the case
and proposed methods based on linguistic techniques in order to identify the useful citation
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terms. Some of their examples show that citations may occur at the start, end, or in the
middle of sentences. Other examples show that the sentence boundary can be the boundary
of the citation context. In another example, related terms can occur in the following
sentences, so the citation scope is not at a sentence boundary. Similar arguments can be
applied to paragraph and section boundaries. As it is difficult to automatically decide
which terms in the citing document reference the cited document, in our work we have
extracted contexts around citation references at different window sizes i.e., x terms before
and after the citation marker. A more detailed discussion of this method is postponed until
Sect. 3.
2.3 Citation context use in ad hoc retrieval
Many popular literature search engines, such as CiteSeer2 (Lawrence et al. 1999) and
Google Scholar,3 also use the links between articles and documents provided by citations
to enhance their ranked retrieval results. In both cases, these retrieval systems provide
researchers with a means of crawling and navigating through the network of scholarly
scientific articles (that is, the citation graph) in a particular domain. Citation links have also
been used in those search engines to analyze research trends, and discover the relationships
between publications and their ranking in terms of the number of times they have been
cited (Giles et al. 1998).
Bradshaw (2002, 2003) introduced a novel document indexing scheme based on citations called Reference Directed Indexing (RDI). RDI uses terms in citation sentences to
index a cited article. Documents are then ranked with respect to the following metrics: the
relevance score between document index terms (from the citation sentences) and the query
terms, and the number of papers citing that document. Hence, highly cited documents will
be ranked higher than documents with lower numbers of citations even if their term
indexes have the same number of query terms. The performance of RDI was evaluated
against the standard vector-space model which uses tf-idf weighting method and the Cosine
similarity metric. RDI achieved better precision on the top 10 retrieved documents (statistically significant at 99.5% confidence) (Bradshaw 2001, 2003). In addition, it has been
experimentally shown in additional researches (Bradshaw 2001; Ritchie et al. 2006) that
good index terms for scholarly IR systems can be found in the documents that cite others.
Similarly, Ritchie et al. (2008b) presented the results of experiments using terms from
citations for scientific literature search. They used terms used by citing documents to
describe that document, in combination with terms from the document itself. The authors
investigated the effect of weighting citation terms differently relative to document terms.
In other words, the citation terms are added in duplicate to the document, to achieve the
desired weight. Only a small range of weights were tested. Also, they used a range of
standard performance measures and t test for statistical significance and ran the queries
through several standard retrieval models, as implemented in the Lemur Toolkit4: Okapi
BM25, KL-divergence and Cosine similarity. In each run, 100 documents were retrieved
per query. Overall, they found that IR performance is higher with citation terms than
without, for all models, for all measures, with the exception of Okapi run. Also, the
performance increases as citation terms are weighted more highly.

2

Scientific Literature Digital Library, http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu.

3

Google search engine, for peer-reviewed scholarly literature, http://scholar.google.com.

4

http://www.lemurproject.org/.
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The difference between works presented by Bradshaw (2002, 2003) and Ritchie et al.
(2008b) is that the former ones index documents based on the citation terms only, so a
document must be cited at least once (by a document available to the indexer) in order to
be indexed; whereas the latter one indexes every document based on the combination
between citation terms and terms from the document itself. Compared with our work, the
authors of those papers have analyzed the performance of information retrieval systems
using citation terms, whereas in our paper we are investigating the performance of a
document clustering task based on three different representations which will be described
with details in Sect. 1. Moreover, we evaluate the use of these three different representations based as a means of capturing the topic granularity of the documents, for two
different types of datasets.
Ritchie et al. (2006) compared the difference between citation terms extracted both
manually and automatically (using a fixed window size) from citing articles of a given
paper. They also compared these citation terms with the original terms in the paper. Their
observations indicated that citation terms could be beneficial in an IR application. However, the effectiveness of a document index enhanced with citation terms was not explored.
Similarly, as already stated Bradshaw’s (2002, 2003) document index consisted only of
citation terms, where the original text of the document was ignored.
Hence, the novelty of the work presented in this paper lies not only in the fact that a new
application of citation contexts is presented (cluster generation), but also by the fact that
we explore the effectiveness of a combined document representation consisting of both
original document and citation terms.
2.4 Anchor text use in web retrieval
Another area where link structure analysis has played a critical role is, in the development
of web search engines. In the same way that citations infer the importance or relatedness of
a scientific works, hypertext links between web pages can provide a measure of content
quality and similarity. There are two important algorithms which exploit link structure in
this area: PageRank which is a query-independent link analysis algorithm (Brin and Page
1998) and HITS which is a query-dependent algorithm and stands for Hyperlink Induced
Topic Search (Kleinberg 1999).
Many researchers in this area have also explored combining web page content with
hyperlink information in the clustering of web search results. In Wang and Kitsuregawa
(2002, 2004) for instance, a content-link coupled clustering algorithm is introduced, which
linearly combines text similarity information with link similarity or co-citation similarity
information. Their results show, in general, that the average entropy for term-based
clustering is higher than the average entropy for link-based clustering; which means that
many noisy pages are clustered because they have a high term overlap. Although linkbased clustering can reduce this problem, it still suffers from the shortcoming that pages
with few inlinks do not have sufficient citation data to create a suitable document
representation.
However, despite these shortcomings with link information, other researchers (Haveliwala et al. 2002), have observed similar boosts in classification performance when fulltext and links document representation strategies are combined with anchor text. Anchor
text is defined as the text encompassed by a ‘\a href’ tag in a HTML document. For
instance, in this snippet of text (\a href=‘‘http://www.google.com’’[Google\/a[), the
word Google represents an anchor text snippet. The importance of extended anchor text has
also been demonstrated (Glover et al. 2002). Extended anchor text refers to text
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surrounding the vocabulary outside of the hypertext link, which is defined by a fixed
window size. In addition, researchers have included surrounding headings and other
highlighted text fragments in their extended anchor text definition.
There is a definite parallel between the anchor text and citation contexts of scientific
literature: they both provide a semantic linkage between documents. However, there are
also a number of critical differences between them:
1. Anchor text links in web pages are often noisy, as they may be just commercial or
navigational links; whereas links of citation contexts are curated and purposefully
inserted. We are aware that citation links could also contain some noise. However,
generally speaking, literature citations are included by the authors with a specific
purpose in mind. For example, when authors cite papers they justify their use with
citation contexts that either negatively, positively, or neutrally comment on some
related work. Authors also make use of citations to help explain their work and its
significance with respect to the related literature. So, literature citations are less likely
to be made for no reason. In contrast, web links are commonly inserted, without even
the agreement of the authors (e.g. advertisements), or they can be just navigational
links with uninformative anchor text such as ‘‘click here’’. Also, anchor text links may
be misused in order to influence ranking algorithms such as PageRank, where popular
(or even irrelevant) web sites are inserted in order to increase the importance of a page.
2. Links of anchor text are heterogenous; whereas links of citation contexts are
homogenous. This means that anchor text links of a given page can link to any kind of
object, another web page, a music file, an image; whereas literature citations always
link to textual documents (i.e. other publications, reports).
3. Links of Anchor text are dynamic (i.e., the author of web page is able to change them
at any time); whereas links of citation contexts are static (i.e., the author of scientific
paper is not able to change citations once the paper is published in a journals or
proceedings).
4. The window size of extended anchor text is relatively small (*8 words from both
sides of the anchor text); whereas the window size of citation contexts is relatively
large (*50 words from both sides of the citation marker).
An interesting use of anchor text is presented by Kao et al. (2002), which describes an
improved version of the HITS algorithm (Kleinberg 1999), where the importance of
hypertext links are weighted according to the entropy of the anchor text. The entropy of the
anchor text refers to the amount of information the anchor text conveys compared to the
actual cited web page. More specifically, this approach attempts to address the issue that
most of the content sites usually tend to contain some extra hyper-links, such as navigation
panels, advertisements and banners, so as to increase the values of their Web pages in
search engines. In other terms, it focuses on improving HITS in order to find informative
structures in Web sites. This technique shows better results compared with the HITS
algorithm.
In this paper, we explore to what extent citation contexts can improve classification
performance. We hypothesize that these descriptive fragments contain synonymous and
related terms, that can be used to boost the accuracy of the similarity calculation between
documents in a text clustering application for two scientific domains. Although the focus of
our paper is text-based clustering algorithms, the success of link-based clustering in both
Web IR and the Scientific article search encouraged us to implement a link-based clustering algorithm and compare it against our text-based clustering methods. In the following
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section, System Description, we describe in more detail the document representation and
clustering strategies explored in this paper.

3 System description
In practice, the bag-of-words model is only effective for discovering the relatedness
between documents when these documents share a large proportion of lexically equivalent
terms. In other words, instances of synonymy (e.g., the term ‘‘physics’’ and the phrase
‘‘physical sciences’’ are semantically equivalent as defined by WordNet) between related
documents are ignored, which can reduce the effectiveness of applications using a standard
full-text document representation. Consequently, our goal is to discover the benefits that
can be gained from a citation representation in the context of a document clustering task,
where the domains are High Energy Physics and Genomics. In this paper, we compare the
performance of the citation representation against two alternatives, namely an ‘‘original’’
and a ‘‘combined’’ representations. The original representation is a baseline representation,
which consists of all the non-stop words mentioned in the original document; the combined
representation is a combination of this baseline and the words contained in the citation
representation.
The power of these three distinct representations is investigated in the context of three
clustering techniques: Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC), K-means clustering
and Bi-clustering. The remainder of this section, provides additional details on these two
system variables (the document representation, and the clustering algorithm).
3.1 Document representation
3.1.1 Original term representation
For a given document, we build a weighted term vector which consists of the most frequent
terms mentioned in the original source text. The degree of frequency of terms (a threshold
set equal to 3) is specified in order to pick up the frequent terms and to eliminate trivial
ones in the document.
All stopwords were removed, and the Porter Stemming Algorithm (Porter 1980) was
applied before the frequency counting was performed, in order to take account of words
that only have slight morphological differences (such as plurals). These stopword-removal
and stemming processes were also applied when generating the other document representations presented in this section. The tf-idf metric is then used to measure the weight of
the ‘importance’ of terms in a document.
3.1.2 Citation term representation
The citation term representation for each document is generated from all its citation
contexts found in the dataset. More specifically, for every document in both our collections, we automatically extracted all of the citation sentences that other documents
used to refer to it. In Sect. 2, we discuss the difficulty of this task given the diversity of
citation markers used in the literature, and the added difficulty of detecting the scope or
extend of the citation. What follows is an explanation of how we dealt with these issues
in our work.
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One of the major advantages of using our Genomic and Physics datasets is that they
already come with annotations that specify which sentences links to what paper. So, the
citations in the body of the paper are related to the bibliography items listed in the
References section of a publication, by using the HTML anchor tags (e.g.\A HREF=) and
LaTeX tags (e.g. \cite {}). The bibliography entries were parsed in order to obtain the
unique ID for every document present in the bibliography.
The source of documents with resolved citations was next passed through a set of Java
and Perl parsers, that split each document into a format of one sentence per line. During
this document parsing, papers with citations were retained. Next all the sentences containing citations were extracted from all the processed documents (and extended from the
previous or following sentences to a fixed window size) and grouped into a citation context
representing the paper the sentences were citing. If a sentence had citations to more than
one paper, it was put into each of the respective citation contexts.
This approach is simplistic, but nevertheless performs well: from a small study of 10
journal documents taken from both our Physics and Genomic data collections, we found
and correctly matched (448 out of 466) and (321 out of 330) citations with their corresponding reference (96 and 97%), respectively.
Once the citation markers are identified, the scope of each citation must be determined.
As it is difficult to automatically decide which terms in the citing document reference the
cited document, we have extracted contexts around citation references at different window
sizes. For example, taking 10, 30, 50 terms before and after the citation reference. We also
extracted only the citing sentence, regardless of its length.
After conducting a statistical analysis and comparison between these different window
sizes, based on the quality and ability of providing related terms to the cited documents, we
found that a window size of 50 words from either side of the citation reference generally
works well, a finding in agreement with previous work (Bradshaw 2002, 2003). Therefore,
in all our reported experiments, we adopt a window size value of 50. The following is an
example of a citation context:
The very low-energy Hawking radiation from a massive black hole has non-thermal
correlations, which contain detailed information about Planck-scale physics [*]. The
phenomenon is reminiscent of the imprinting of planckian fluctuations onto the
microwave background radiation by inflation.5
Our window size of 50 words from both sides of the citation marker [*] is collected
regardless of the sentence boundaries and it must occur within one paragraph. In cases
where the citing sentence cites multiple papers, all these cited papers will have the citation
context in common. In such cases, where the fixed window size (also called the citation
context) comes across another preceding or following citing sentence, the fixed window
size will be limited by the sentence boundary (before or after) that citing sentence. Thus, it
is guaranteed that no more than one citing sentence is contained within one citation
context. In other words, if there are two citing sentences following each other in one
paragraph and their citation contexts are overlapping, the window size of both citation
contexts will be reduced (from one side) to address this problem. So, the window size of 50
guarantees that no citation context can have terms from more than one citing sentence (that
is no more than one citation context can have terms of a given citing sentence). Otherwise,
the sentence boundaries are used to ensure that.

5

Document number hep-th_9306069 in the physics dataset arXiv used for evaluation in this paper.
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3.1.3 A combination of the citation and original term representations
The third representation consists of words collected from the citation and original representations. Robertson et al. (2004) have analyzed the approach of combining multiple
representations to improve the performance of information retrieval systems. The basic
idea of the Robertson et al. scheme is that the structured HTML documents are first
transformed into multiple unstructured document representations based on their different
fields such as the title and abstract. Every representation-based field is treated separately as
a separate collection/index, and assigned a specific weight of importance. For example,
relevant documents are retrieved and ranked based on the similarity of their titles (only)
with the query terms. Similarly retrieval and ranking is performed on the other text indexes
of the other fields. Then all of these ranked lists are combined by linearly combining all of
the corresponding similarity scores for each document across each ranked list. This scheme
can be useful in the context of multi-field searches, especially when fields are weighted
differently according to their importance. For every document in our experiments, we have
merged its citation and original representations into a single representation. There are, in
fact, many methods that one could use to perform this merging. In our experiments, we do
something similar to the scheme proposed by Robertson et al. (2004). We measure citation
terms and original terms weights based on a tf-idf scheme separately and compute the
similarity scores for the combined representation of documents using these separate scores.
We selectively add only high weighted citation terms (based on a tf-idf scheme) into the
original representation. More specifically, our methodology for combining the citation and
original terms can be explained as follows:
1. After extracting all citation contexts mentioning that document, we remove frequently
occurring and basic words in the English language such as able and argument,
according to the list found in the free encyclopedia (that is The Simple English
Wikipedia.6
2. We calculate the term weights based on tf-idf and then select only the top 30%
weighted terms.
3. Those selected citation terms are then added to the original terms in order to generate
the combined representation. If a term is used both in the original and citation
representations, its highest tf-idf weight (in either representation) will be used.
3.2 Link-based clustering technique applied
In this paper, we compare text-based clustering approaches against a graph-based clustering technique that was introduced by Dhillon et al. (2007). This clustering method
groups documents with respect to their connections to other documents in the citation
graph. In a citation graph, nodes represent the documents and the edges represent the
citations between documents. The graph clustering technique used here is a multi-level
weighted kernel K-means algorithm. Multi-level algorithms repeatedly coarsen the graph
level by level until only a small number of nodes are left which are then used to create the
initial clustering. Thereafter, the overall graph is un-coarsened level by level, and at each
level, the clustering from the previous level is refined using the weighted kernel K-means
approach (Dhillon et al. 2007).

6

http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Basic_English_alphabetical_wordlist, accessed on May 2008.
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The technique presented by Dhillon et al. (2007) differs from other multi-level
approaches in that it works for a wide class of graph clustering objectives. In other words,
it in general, does not constrain clusters to be of equal size, and gives a theoretical
guarantee that the refinement step decreases the graph cut objective under consideration
(Dhillon et al. 2007).
The graph being clustered can be either a weighted or un-weighted graph. In our citation
graph, we could treat all citations between documents equally, which would result in an unweighted graph. Alternatively, we may assign a weight to every citation (link), to obtain a
weighted graph. The process of assigning weights might be based on the number of outlinks of the citing documents (called fractional citation counting). So, if a paper has ten
references in its bibliography, each reference (link) has a fractional weight of 1/10. This
technique was previously discussed by Small and Sweeney (1985) and it has the generally
desirable effect of giving links of papers with short reference lists greater weight, and links
of papers with long reference lists, such as review papers, less weight per reference. So, in
our citation graph clustering, we have weighed links according to the following equation:
LinkWeight ¼ 1=outLinks

ð1Þ

where outLinks represent the number of references of a paper’s bibliography. By using this
equation, we can reduce the side effect of survey papers which have so many references in
their bibliographies, and tend to cover diverse topics. For example, looking at Fig. 1, the
link between nodes A and E should be weighted less than the link between nodes B and E.
So, based on the previous equation, the weight of the link between nodes A and E will
equal (1/3) and the weight of the link between nodes B and E will equal (1). This is due to
the fact that node A appears to be a survey paper because of its relative high percentage of
references.
3.3 Term-based clustering techniques applied
Text document clustering is an important technique that can be used to automatically
organize documents into topically related groups. As already stated, clustering has an
important role to play in document search, in particular in the areas of document ranking
and results presentation strategies.
As mentioned in the related work section, terms extracted from the original source text
(the bag-of-words model) are traditionally considered as the standard representation for
documents used by many existing applications, including document clustering. Therefore,
we aim to discover how much performance improvement can be gained in a document
clustering task when citation terms are used by themselves or as supplementary evidence to
the bag-of-words model.

Fig. 1 An example of a survey or review paper
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There are, in fact, many document clustering techniques which can be used. In this
paper, we focus on three, namely Hierarchical and K-means document clustering and
bi-clustering.
3.3.1 Hierarchical document clustering (HAC)
For the three different representations used in this work, we cluster documents using a
Hierarchical clustering algorithm. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are either top-down
or bottom-up. The top-down clustering algorithm relies on a splitting technique. So, all
documents are initially placed in one cluster, the top-down clustering algorithm proceeds
by splitting clusters recursively until every cluster contains only one document. Bottom-up
algorithms, on the other hand, start with n clusters, where each cluster contains one
document. At each step, one determines the closest two clusters using a similarity measure
(e.g. single, complete or average linkage methods). The closest two clusters are combined
into one cluster. One proceeds until a specified number of clusters are reached or there is
only one cluster which contains all documents (Manning et al. 2008).
In single-linkage clustering, the similarity between two clusters is the similarity of their
most similar members. In complete-linkage clustering, the similarity of two clusters is the
similarity of their most dissimilar members. The single-linkage (also called the connectedness or minimum method) and complete-linkage (also called the diameter or maximum
method) methods merge criteria are local and nonlocal, respectively. Local merge solely
considers the area where the two clusters come closest to each other; whereas the distant
parts are ignored. Nonlocal merge decisions can be influenced by the entire structure of the
clustering (Manning et al. 2008).
So, intuitively speaking, single-linkage produces chained and skinny clusters and may
combine two document topics (clusters), because only two of their members are similar.
Complete-link clustering, on the other hand, may enforce two very similar document topics
(clusters) not to merge in the early stages, because there is another document topic
(cluster), which is less similar and therefore will be grouped first. In average-linkage as the
name suggests, the mean distance between clusters is calculated. This can be a good
compromise between the extremes of single and complete linkage. In other words, use of
an average-linkage method can avoid the problems of single and complete linkage similarities (Manning et al. 2008).
Therefore, in our methodology, we use the average-linkage method in order to determine the similarity score between two clusters. So, the distance between two clusters is
determined based on the average cosine similarity between documents from the first cluster
and documents from the second cluster.
3.3.2 K-means document clustering
For the three different representations used in this work, we cluster documents using the
simple K-means clustering algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979). K-means clustering is
done by minimizing the sum of squares of distances between objects and their corresponding cluster centroid. It groups the objects into K clusters, and keeps iteratively
moving the cluster centers and re-assigning objects into clusters, based on minimum
distance to the closest cluster’s centroid. The process terminates when cluster centers are
not moved any more and all objects have been assigned to their closest cluster center.
Unlike hierarchical clustering, which groups data objects with a sequence of partitions,
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K-means (partitional) clustering directly divides data objects into K clusters, without any
corresponding hierarchical structure.
3.3.3 Bi-clustering
For the three different representations used in this work, we cluster documents using
a bi-clustering algorithm which allows simultaneous clustering of the rows and columns of
a matrix (Madeira and Oliveira 2004). In other words, it is a technique for finding subsets
of objects (rows) which exhibit a subset of features (columns) in common. In our scenario,
this technique finds subsets of documents (rows) which contain a subset of terms (columns)
in common.
Bi-clustering, although more complex, does have some advantages over the hierarchical
and K-means clusterings. Hierarchical and K-means clusterings are hard clustering
methods, where every document must belong to one and only one cluster, whereas
bi-clustering allows a document to be a member of more than one bi-cluster. This can
potentially allow more flexible exploration of topical and sub-topical similarities between
documents.
For a detailed explanation of the bi-clustering algorithm used in this work, we refer the
reader to Appendix A of this paper.

4 Experimental methodology and results
In this section, we describe the experiments we conducted on two document collections:
– 29,555 LaTeX source documents taken from the arXiv high energy physics repository
used in the KDD Cup 2003 tasks.
– A 162,259 subset of HTML source documents from the HighWire website, which was
collected to facilitate the passage retrieval experiments explored at the TREC 2006 and
2007 Genomics Tracks.
Regarding the arXiv high energy physics repository, it is a large archive of research
physics papers used in 2003 for a knowledge discovery and data mining competition held
in conjunction with the Ninth Annual ACM SIGKDD Conference.7 In KDD-2003, there
were four varied tasks and every task was a separate competition with its own specific
goals. The first task focused on predicting how many citations each paper will receive in
the near future. The second task was designed for building a citation graph of a large subset
of the archive from only the LaTeX sources. The third task focussed on estimating the
popularity of papers based on partial download logs. While the fourth task was an open
one, where contestants could devise their own research task, and the most interesting one
was determined the winner. Overall, the competition focused on network mining and the
analysis of usage logs.
The TREC Genomics collection, on the other hand, was released to support the evaluation of IR engines who participated in the 2006 and 2007 Genomic track passage
retrieval tasks.8 More specifically, participating systems were required to find exact answer
passages to genomic-focussed questions such as ‘‘what is the role of PrnP in mad cow
disease?’’, or ‘‘how do mutations in the Pes gene affect cell growth?’’ System performance
7

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/.

8

http://ir.ohsu.edu/genomics/.
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was evaluated based not only on the precision of the answers retrieved, but also on the
extent to which the answer addressed the user’s query. The collection was created by
obtaining permission to collect papers from 49 publishers who host their publications on
the HighWire Press site.9 TREC organisers crawled the site and after eliminating nonarticle material ended up a collection containing 162,259 papers.
A reluctance on the part of scientific journal publishers to release journal contents,
beyond abstracts, means that both of these collections are special in that they contain fulltext documents. The lack of freely available digital journal resources explains the limited
amount of reported large scale ad hoc retrieval and clustering experiments, that examine
the use of citation contexts in scientific domains. As shown in the Related Work section of
this paper, the majority of anchor text/citation context experiments have been performed
by the IR Web community, who have easy access to terabytes of Web data.
In our experiments, we work on subsets of 2754 and 3475 documents from the Physics
and Genomics collections, respectively. More specifically, we have omitted documents
which have been rarely cited by other documents in our collection, as no meaningful
citation representations or link structure representations can be built for these documents.
We believe that the omission of the documents does not reduce the significance of our
results, because our objective here is to study the comparative power of citation features, in
comparison to the original bag of words document features. In a ‘live’ clustering setting,
our algorithm would work as follows: if citation information is available, then use it in
conjunction with the original document terms, otherwise just use the original document
terms.
For the purpose of the experiments reported in this paper, we needed topic labelled
scientific articles. In simple terms then, these labels enable us to evaluate the accuracy of
our clustering algorithm with respect to the percentage of documents sharing the same
label that have been grouped together in the same cluster. Fortunately, the TREC
Genomics collection contains labelled articles10; however, the KDD Physics collection did
not. To address this issue, we mapped the arXiv high energy physics papers to their entries
in a website11 that publishes Physics articles for various publishers. Any physical science
topic tags found on this site for a given article were assigned to it. Out of 2754 KDD
documents we were able to annotate 327 with topic tags.12 This subset of documents were
used in our clustering evaluation. The format and granularity of these medical and physical
science labels are discussed in more detail later in this section.
Table 1 shows some statistics for our data collections used. Our datasets used are small
by ad hoc retrieval standards. However, they are on the same scale as other collections used
in previous research regarding citation contexts. For example, a paper by Elkiss et al.
(2008) uses 2,497 articles, and two by Ritchie et al. (in CIKM 2008a, b) use around 3,300
articles. All three of these papers used a single dataset, whereas we have used two datasets,
from different domains.
Our experiments were done using a Solaris 9/x86 machine, CPU speed of 3.0 GHz and
4 GB of memory. The process of extracting the citation contexts from both data-set and
representing documents took around 70 h. The HAC clustering required around 14 h. The

9

http://www.highwire.org.

10

http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/*baljaber/genomicsIJIR.dat.

11

American Institute of Physics, http://www.aip.org/pacs, the list of 2006.

12

http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.au/*baljaber/physicsIJIR.dat.
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Table 1 Table showing some statistics on our Physics and Genomic document collections
Collection
name
Physics
Genomic

Original size
of collection

Collection size after citation
analysis was performed

Number of labelled documents in
subset that were used in evaluation

29,555

2,754

327 for all PACS tag levels

162,259

3,475

3475, 3470, 3432, 3416 for MeSH term
levelsl 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively

dynamic HAC and bi-clustering (for all representations) were more computationally
intensive and required approx. 70 h each.
Our implementation of all these methods was not optimised, since time efficiency was
not a focus of the investigation. Rather, our sole focus was the investigation of the
effectiveness/accuracy of document clustering using citation terms. It is worth noting also
that these computation costs are essentially static costs for pre-processing the collection
and constructing the clustering. They are not costs which would be incurred at ‘‘search
time’’. Also, there are many existing methods that might be used to address the well-known
O(N2) complexity of HAC clustering.
The remainder of this section is ordered as follows: next we partially motivate our
hypothesis that citation contexts contain synonymous and related terms, by comparing their
overlap with the original text of their corresponding documents in our collections; we then
define our quality metric for evaluating the accuracy of our clustering algorithms and
document representations on our collections of labelled documents. The objective of these
experiments is two-fold: to determine to what extent citation sentences are an appropriate
document representation for clustering scientific documents; and to establish which of the
proposed clustering algorithms perform best for this task. The section ends with an deeper
analysis of our results, and the proposal of a novel dynamic hierarchy (HAC) clustering
algorithm.
4.1 How distinctive are the terms in a citation representation?
Before presenting the categorization accuracy of clustering methods, we first provide
results on a preliminary experiment that helps to motivate the use of citation representations. Our hypothesis states that citation contexts contain important related and synonymous words that, while being lexically dissimilar to terms in the original cited document,
may prove useful for uncovering additional links with topically related documents in the
scientific literature. To observe the extent to which citation representations differ from
their original documents, we present the following experiment which calculates the cosine
overlap between each of the terms in each document and the terms in the citation contexts
that refer to that document. Figure 2 presents a histogram of document percentages that fall
into different cosine similarity ranges. This graph shows that the majority of documents
exhibit low cosine similarity scores with their citation representations. More specifically,
the majority of document-citation similarity scores are less than 0.4 for the Physics collection and 0.2 for the Genomics collection. This result is encouraging, as it indicates that
citation representations can provide novel vocabulary that could be used to supplement a
standard document representation. In the following sections, we present results that specifically compare and contrast the effectiveness of citation vocabulary in a document
clustering application. In particular, results presented in the next section will clarify for us
whether these citation representation terms, regardless of their uniqueness, are actually
relevant and useful for expanding the original context of documents in our collection.
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Fig. 2 Graph showing the distribution of the cosine similarity scores of each Original (full-text)
representation and its corresponding citation representation for all selected papers (that have a citation
representation) in our Physics and Genomics collections

4.2 Clustering accuracy results
In this section, we present the accuracy of our clustering experiments in a text classification
task. We begin with the introduction of our evaluation metric, and the performance of our
clustering algorithms and document representations on the Physics dataset outlined earlier
in this section. Accuracy results are then presented for the Genomics collection, followed
by a deeper manual analysis, and the proposal of a novel dynamic HAC algorithm which
utilizes these observations.
As already stated, our evaluation here focuses on calculating the accuracy of the generated clusters. That is, given a set of predefined classification labels, we estimate accuracy
based on the number of shared labels among documents in our generated clusters. In this
case, documents in our Physics dataset are labelled with Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme (PACS) tags. PACS tags are category and subject descriptors chosen from
a controlled vocabulary by the author (or journal editor) to describe the overall topic of the
paper. These labels are hierarchical in nature, with general descriptors being at the top of
the hierarchy and more specific descriptors at the lower levels. Obviously if documents in a
cluster share all of their PACS tags, then we can say that these clusters are highly accurate;
an average of these scores then gives us an estimate of the accuracy of the clustering. PACS
tags were formulated by the American Institute of Physics13 in collaboration with International Council on Scientific and Technical Information (ICSTI). The PACS tag consists
of the conjunction of two-digit numbers, decimal point, and two-digit characters. Here are
some sample PACS tags with their corresponding label descriptors: 63.20.Dj: phonon
states and bands, normal, modes, and phonon dispersion; 63.20.Ls: phonon interactions
with other quasiparticles; 63.20.Mt: phonon-defect interactions.
To evaluate the accuracy of the clusterings at each PACS level of the hierarchy, we use
the Break-Even Point (BEP) metric, where BEP refers to the point at which Precision = Recall. However, since it is time consuming to work out the exact value of the
BEP, it is customary to estimate it using the arithmetic mean of Precision and Recall. BEP
has been used by many other researchers who have evaluated clustering techniques in the
13

American Institute of Physics, http://www.aip.org/pacs, the list of 2006.
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context of a text classification task (Aas and Eikvil 1999; Bekkerman et al. 2003; Chik
et al. 2005; Dumais et al. 1998; Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2006; Slonim and Tishby
2000).
The BEP metric is calculated as follows: for each cluster we calculate a BEP value for
each label. Then the cluster with the highest BEP score for a given label is assigned that
label. All non-labeled clusters are then ignored. The macro-average of these final BEP
values is then reported for the clustering. In this case, Precision and Recall for a given label
A are defined as follows:
– Precision for a given cluster is defined as the total number of documents in the cluster
that are referenced by this label A, divided by the total number of unique labels
assigned to documents in the cluster.
– Recall for a given cluster is defined as the total number of documents in the cluster that
are referenced by this label A, divided by the total number of documents in the entire
collection with label A.
4.2.1 Physics journal clustering results
In our Physics Journal clustering experiments, we evaluated clusters at PACS levels 1, 2, 3,
4 and we clustered the dataset into 3, 7, 15, 29 document clusters, respectively. Originally
these PACS levels had many more labels; however, we removed all labels which had less
than 10 documents each, thus ensuring that all labels, for example with one assigned
document, did not skew the BEP average with 100% precision values.14
As already stated, different PACS levels have different numbers of labels. Choosing the
appropriate number of document clusters without any prior knowledge of the data is a
model selection problem which is beyond the scope of this paper. Hence, we set the
number of document clusters (the cluster limit) to be identical to the number of ‘‘real’’
categories at each level of the PACS hierarchy. BEP scores for each clustering algorithm
on each of our 4 PACS levels are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
We can observe clearly in Figs. 3 and 5 that the term-based clustering methods using the
‘combined’ representation, which is a combination of the ‘original’ and ‘citation’ representations, tends to outperform both the original representation (the standard full-text document representation) and the links-based clustering method. Figure 4 tells a similar story;
however, K-means clustering using the combined representation only outperform others
representations on PACS levels 1 and 2. For more specific topic classification (that is PACS
levels 3 and 4) the term-based clustering technique of K-means using the original representation gives equal if not better results than those using the combined representation.
It is worth noting that despite the limited vocabulary size of a citation representation, it
still performs competitively against the larger original and combined representations (the
citation representation has on average of 108 distinct terms per document compared with
213 for the original representation). This result suggests that when clustering efficiency is
of particular concern, a purely citation representation may be a suitable alternative.

14
If label A has only 1 document and this document belongs to cluster C, then cluster C will have a recall
value of 100% for this label. Precision on the other hand will vary depending on how many other documents
this cluster contains. The BEP score (the average of these two values) could, in this case, look more
impressive than real system performance would suggest. This explanation shows how low density labels can
incorrectly boost our precision values for this clustering task. Hence, we removed these labels from our
evaluation.
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Fig. 3 HAC BEP scores based on PACS labels in the Physics collection

Fig. 4 K-means clustering BEP scores based on PACS labels in the Physics collection

With respect to the effectiveness of our clustering algorithms on the Physics dataset, we
can see that BEP values for the bi-clustering algorithm are in general higher than for our
hierarchical and K-means clustering algorithms. Table 2 shows the average of all four
PACS level BEP scores for the best performing representation run of each of our three
clustering algorithms. We performed a number of statistical significance tests using the
Wilcoxon sign-rank test, and found that the combined representation significantly outperforms the other representations in the HAC and bi-clustering runs (denoted by ).
K-means using the combined representation also shows improvements over the other
representations; however, this increase in BEP was not found to be a statistically significant
improvement.
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Fig. 5 Bi-clustering BEP scores based on PACS labels in the Physics collection

Table 2 Table showing the average of all four PACS level BEP scores for the best performing representation run of each clustering algorithm on the Physics collection
Links

HAC clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined

0.121

0.152

0.177

0.275

Links

K-means clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined

0.121

0.120

0.177

0.180

Links

Bi-clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined

0.286

0.252

0.295

0.121


Statistically significant at p B 0.05

4.2.2 Genomic journal clustering results
In our second set of experiments, performed on a collection of journal papers in the
Genomic domain, we used the same evaluation process which focuses on the accuracy of
the generated clusters, based on their ability to cluster documents that share topic labels. In
this instance, our labels are referred to as MeSH terms, where MeSH stands for Medical
Subject Headings. Again these labels are part of a huge controlled vocabulary of topic
terms used for indexing journal articles and books in the Life Sciences arena. MeSH terms
are managed by the United States National Library of Medicine (NLM).15
Like PACS tags, MeSH terms are hierarchical in nature, with general descriptors
organised at the top of the hierarchy, and more specific descriptors situated at lower levels.
15

http://www.nlm.nih.gov.
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The MeSH term consists of a main heading and some qualifiers. For example, the MeSH
term, Muscle, Smooth/metabolism/*physiology, consists of a main heading, Muscle,
Smooth, and a set of qualifiers, metabolism/*physiology. In our Genomics collection, every
document has been assigned multiple MeSH terms, which amounts to thousands of unique
terms. More specifically, there are almost 5,892 distinct main headings, and 14,301 distinct
MeSH terms (main headings and qualifiers). Since our evaluation metric, BEP, is suitable
only when we have a ‘‘reasonable’’ number of labels, we have simplified all MeSH terms
by considering the main headings only. For instance, for Muscle, Smooth/metabolism/
*physiology, we have only considered its main heading which is Muscle, Smooth.
Moreover, we have investigated the power of the citation terms at different topic
granularities. So, for topic granularity level 1, we have simplified all MeSH terms (main
headings) by mapping them to their most general concept node, that is, to one of the MeSH
basic descriptor tags. For example, Medicine, Arabic has the following id:
E02.190.488.510, where E02 is a basic descriptor that references the concept Therapeutics.
Similarly, we have also conducted our evaluation based on the other topic granularity
levels. So, looking at the previous MeSH example, for topic granularity levels 2, 3 and 4,
we have used E02.190 (that references the concept Complementary Therapies),
E02.190.488 (that references the concept Medicine, Traditional) and E02.190.488.510
(that references the concept Medicine, Arabic), respectively. Different topic granularity
levels have different numbers of labels (categories) and when we evaluate our clusterings
based on those topic granularity levels, we need to set the number of document clusters
(the cluster limit) to be identical to the number of labels at each level. Thus, for levels 1, 2,
3 and 4, we clustered the dataset into 98, 367, 349 and 539 document clusters, respectively.
Looking at Table 3, at topic granularity level 1, we can see that the Combined representation based clusters are consistently better than the other representation runs, and the
K-means and bi-clustering results are statistically significantly better than the other representations (denoted by ). However, at topic granularity levels 2, 3 and 4, we can see that
sometimes citation terms when combined with the full-text content of documents brings a
slight (but not significant) improvement.
In contrast to our Physics collection experiments, the citation representation runs are
consistently poorer performing than the original representation runs. Overall BEP scores
are higher on the Genomic collection than they were on the Physics clustering experiments.
The relative performance rankings of the clustering algorithms are also different on this
dataset. K-means is our best performing algorithm, followed by HAC and bi-clustering;
whereas previously, the bi-clustering approach was our best performer and K-means was
our weakest.
4.2.3 Manual analysis of clustering results
Our BEP evaluation results indicate that citation terms are most effective when used as
supplementary evidence of document content with the original document representation
(that is, the combined representation). Looking for additional trends in our results, we can
see that the performance of the combined representation decreases as topic specificity
increases for all clustering algorithms (see Figs. 3, 4 and 5) on the Physics dataset and (see
Table 3) on the Genomic dataset.
We also performed a manual evaluation of our results to try and explain this trend, and
found that in many cases, citation terms describe general aspects of the topic of an article,
because the citing author usually wants to save space by referring the reader to the original
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Table 3 Table showing our evaluation metric based on BEP values for our HAC, K-means and Biclustering algorithms conducted on TREC Genomics collection
Topic granularity
(#Doc clusters)

Links

HAC clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined

Level 1 (98)

0.207

0.332

0.362

0.373

Level 2 (367)

0.203

0.275

0.332

0.326

Level 3 (349)

0.172

0.226

0.273

0.268

Level 4 (539)

0.198

0.239

0.263

0.264

Topic granularity
(#Doc clusters)

Links

K-means clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined

Level 1 (98)

0.207

0.368

0.390

0.412

Level 2 (367)

0.203

0.358

0.384

0.385

Level 3 (349)

0.172

0.331

0.351

0.357

Level 4 (539)

0.198

0.330

0.348

0.336

Topic granularity
(#Doc bi-clusters)

Links

Bi-clustering algorithm
Cite

Orig

Combined
0.282

Level 1 (98)

0.207

0.202

0.254

Level 2 (367)

0.203

0.126

0.228

0.225

Level 3 (349)

0.172

0.105

0.199

0.199

Level 4 (539)

0.198

0.105

0.205

0.201



Statistically significant at p B 0.05

source paper for additional information. Here are two citation sentence samples exhibiting
this characteristic:
– A ‘‘stretched horizon’’ [*] can be defined as the place at which modes asymptotically
have energies equal to the Hawking temperature are blueshifted to the Planck scale.16
– The XRCC1 194Arg and 399Gln alleles were associated with increased risk for oral
cavity and pharyngeal cancers [*].17
The first citation mentions only the general definition of a ‘‘stretched horizon’’ proposed
by the cited paper. Hence, readers are required to go back to the cited paper for more
technical details. Similarly, the second citation does not provide any specifics on the
biological reason for the pathogenic outcome caused by mutations in the XRCC1 gene.
4.3 Dynamic hierarchical clustering
The above observation regarding citation term’s tendency to capture the general topic
keywords of a paper, suggests an improved approach to hierarchical clustering may be
possible. More specifically, in the early stages of hierarchical clustering, it may be better to
compute document similarity mainly on the original term overlap between documents,
16

Document number hep-th_0209231 in the Physics arXiv dataset.

17

Document number 11375899 in the TREC Genomics dataset.
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since each cluster is very small and thus specific. In the latter stages of hierarchical
clustering, it may be better to compute document similarity mainly on the citation term
overlap, because clusters are much larger at that stage and thus more general.
To achieve this type of effect, we consider making the behavior of the hierarchical
clustering algorithm more similar to the notion of the combined representation, that was
described earlier. More precisely, at the beginning of the hierarchical clustering algorithm,
where clusters represent specific topics, we add just a small proportion of terms from the
top weighted tf-idf citation terms to the original representation, in order to build the
combined representation. At the end of the hierarchal clustering process, where clusters
represent general topics, we add a larger proportion of top weighted citation terms to build
the combined representation.
More specifically, our dynamic hierarchal clustering algorithm divides the hierarchy
into 10 equal parts. In the first part (at the beginning of the hierarchal clustering algorithm),
the combined representation consists of only the original terms; in the second part, the
combined representation consists of all original terms plus the top 10% of the top weighted
citation terms. So, as the algorithm approaches the root of the hierarchy, more and more
citation terms are added. Figure 6 and Table 4 show the results achieved by this technique
on the Physics and Genomics collections, respectively. On the Physics collection, dynamic
HAC clustering results are better than the static HAC clustering at PACS levels 2 and 3. On
the Genomics collection, dynamic HAC clustering achieves more significant performance
improvements (denoted by ) only at topic granularity level 1. Finally, this dynamic
approach provides strong evidence that using a more complex term selection strategy can
pay off when using citation terms in a clustering application.
The traditional HAC algorithm requires the calculation of all distances between all pairs
O(N2). In our dynamic HAC, we change the representations in stages throughout the
clustering process, so we are introducing inversions into the cluster hierarchy. As a result,
the distance calculation process is repeated every time we change the representations.
Although this technique will affect the efficiency of the clustering process, the final results

Fig. 6 Dynamic HAC document clustering evaluation for Physics collection based on PACS tags
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Table 4 Table showing the evaluation metric based on BEP values for our Dynamic HAC Document
Clustering algorithm conducted on TREC Genomics collection
Topic granularity
(#Doc clusters)
Level 1 (98)

Links

0.207

HAC clustering algorithm

Dynamic

Cite

Orig

Combined

Combined

0.332

0.362

0.373

0.381

Level 2 (367)

0.203

0.275

0.332

0.326

0.326

Level 3 (349)

0.172

0.226

0.273

0.268

0.267

Level 4 (539)

0.198

0.239

0.263

0.264

0.267



Statistically significant at p B 0.05

can be more accurate. By presenting this dynamic HAC we are not arguing that it is
efficient, but rather it can generate a more accurate clustering. In future work, we plan to
extend our dynamic HAC algorithm by exploring the use of an approximate HAC algorithm (Kull and Vilo 2008), which will reduce clustering time by careful choosing a subset
of distances to calculate, thus avoiding the calculation of all pairwise distances.

5 Discussion
In summary then, the following important conclusions can be drawn from the experiments
presented in this paper:
– Using citation terms can improve document clustering accuracy, when combined with a
traditional full-text representation of the document. This improvement becomes
significant when documents are characterised at a general (rather than a specific) level
of topic granularity.
– Document representations consisting of only citation terms are surprisingly effective in
a clustering application. This result indicates that citation representations, which
typically contain less terms than full-text representations, can improve runtime
efficiency without causing a critical drop in clustering accuracy.
– While our bi-clustering approach performed best on the Physics collection, and
K-means clustering outperformed all other approaches on the Genomics collection, the
HAC clustering algorithm exhibited the most stable performance across both datasets.
– In general, citation terms tend to capture general topic keywords rather than specific
ones. This observation leads to our proposal for a modified HAC approach that uses
different mixes of citation and original terms for the similarity computation, for each
level of the hierarchy. Our results show that this approach is a promising dynamic
clustering solution.
– Finally, our results show that a link-based clustering approach, which use co-citation
information to determine document similarity, is inferior to a text-based clustering
approach on this text categorization task.
Regarding taking the Top 30% (based on tf-idf) from the citation context when we build
the combined representation, this parameter is based on experiments which we have
conducted. We found that choosing the top 30% gives good results, although varying this
number or even taking 100% of the citation terms still gives quite acceptable results. This
is confirmed in Fig. 7 which shows how HAC clustering performance (on our TREC
genomics dataset) varies with term percentage.
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Fig. 7 Change in HAC performance as the percentage of top citation terms combined with the original
representation is varied

One of our intentions for future work is to explore alternative term weighting schemes for
our citation terms. More specifically, work by Haveliwala (2002) in the Web IR community
has shown that distance weighting can address the problems associated with the use of a
fixed window size for capturing citation contexts. More specifically, windowing strategies
often capture erroneous terms which are outside the scope of influence of the current
citation. A term weighting scheme that factors in the distance of the term from the anchor
(or citation, in our case) can, according to Haveliwala (2002), significantly improve results
in an IR setting. Similar gains may be possible in this application domain also.

6 Conclusions
To conclude, our results show that citation sentences are a good alternative document
representation, which provide additional topical information on the source document. In
particular, they may contain useful synonymous and related terms that can boost the
accuracy of the similarity calculation, which is an integral part of applications such as IR
and document clustering. We did not explicitly analyse the content of these citation representations to assert this hypothesis. Instead we set up a series of experiments to determine
how effective a citation representation is when compared with an original full-text representation of a document in a clustering application.
Overall, our results show that the combination of the original and the citation representations is the most effective means of capturing the content of the scientific documents
in our collection. In other words, the citation representation should not be used to replace
the original full-text version, unless efficiency is of particular concern to the application.
Another important contribution of this work, is the analysis and use of referential
contexts within the domain of scientific publications. Much of the previous work in this
area has focussed on anchor text use in Web retrieval and clustering applications. During
the course of this work, we have also developed two new test collections of labelled
scientific documents in two domains: Genomics and Physics, which will help to facilitate
future research in this area.
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Appendix A
This appendix provides a detailed explanation of the bi-clustering algorithm used in this
paper. So, as a preprocessing step of the bi-clustering algorithm, we have constructed three
matrices A, B, C. All of these matrices have documents as row elements, and terms as
column elements. For columns, A uses the terms contained in the document collection (the
original terms), B uses the citation terms, and C uses a combination of citation and original
terms. An entry for A(y, x) indicates the number of times term y occurs in document x. An
entry for B(y, x) indicates the number of times that document x is cited using term y. An
entry for C(y, x) indicates the number of times y is used to describe document x in a
citation context or in the original source text for the document x.
Feature selection
It is well-known that the efficiency of text clustering techniques can suffer from the high
dimensionality of the feature space. There are two techniques used to deal with this
problem: feature extraction and feature selection. Feature extraction is a process which
produces a set of new features from the original features (Wyse et al. 1980). Feature
extraction methods may generate new features which might not have a clear meaning.
Therefore, the clustering results are difficult to interpret (Dash and Liu 2000). Feature
selection, on the other hand, is a process that selects only a subset from the original feature
set based on some criteria. The selected feature keeps the original physical meaning and
hence provides a better understanding for the data (Liu et al. 2003).
In our document clustering, we have tested several unsupervised feature selection
methods. Firstly, Document Frequency, DF is the simplest criterion for term selection and
easily scales to a large dataset with linear computation complexity (Yang and Pedersen
1997). Secondly, Term Contribution, TC is easily biased by those common terms which
have high document frequency but uniform distribution over different classes (Liu et al.
2003). Thirdly, mean tf-idf, TI values a term with high term frequency, but low document
frequency (Tang et al. 2004). Lastly, in Term Frequency Variance (TfV), the ‘‘quality’’ of a
term is ranked based on the variance of its term frequency; this is similar in spirit to the
intuition of the TI method (Dhillon et al. 2004).
According to Tang et al. (2004), there is a comparison of these unsupervised methods
based on preliminary experiments; they state that DF systematically performs worse than
TI and TfV, and there is no statistical difference between TI and TfV. In our experiments,
we have applied TfV as a feature selection method in order to reduce the dimensionality of
our representations (i.e. reduce the number of terms in the previously mentioned matrices
A, B and C). This makes it feasible to run our document bi-clustering algorithm.
Bi-clustering notations
Bi-clustering is a relatively new and less well known approach for clustering. Bi-clustering
as already stated is the simultaneous clustering of the rows and columns of a matrix. In this
paper, we use it as a technique for identifying sets of documents which all match some set
of common terms. More formally:
1. A bi-clustering BC consists of k bi-clusters bcs: BC ¼ fbc1; bc2. . .bckg:
2. A bi-cluster bci has a label li of s terms: li ¼ ft1; t2. . .tsg; where 1 \ s \ m; and m is
the length of the whole term vector of the matrix.
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Fig. 8 a is an example of exact bi-clustering and b is an example of approximate bi-clustering

3. All bi-cluster label terms ft1; t2. . .tsg must match every document fd1; d2. . .drg in
the bi-cluster18; where 1\ r\ n; and n is the total number of documents in the dataset.
Bi-clustering based on exact frequent term-sets (EFT)
For a given matrix, documents are bi-clustered using a bi-clustering algorithm into a
number of groups (bi-clusters). Each group contains all documents matching a particular
subset of terms (Madeira and Oliveira 2004). More precisely: the bi-clustering algorithm
generates bi-clusters that each contain a subset of the rows of the matrix (the documents)
that exhibit the same (exact) behavior across a subset of the columns of the matrix (the
terms). Looking at Fig. 8a which has two bi-clusters, we can see that all documents
clustered must have a set of terms in common. For example, Doc_1 and Doc_2 have
Term_1 and Term_2 in common. The following is a real example of a bi-cluster (EFT)
discovered from our Physics dataset when using the combined representation:
Bi-cluster label terms are ‘‘dimensional, fermion, metric, parameter, function, supersymmetry, theory, vanish, gauge, mass’’, which are either contained in or used to refer to 13
documents.
Relaxed bi-clustering
For text applications such as document clustering, bi-clustering can be too restrictive a
process, because it is difficult to find large sets of terms which are relevant to a large group
of documents. Consequently, the bi-clusters returned may be small and not sufficiently
meaningful to the user. To address this issue, the data mining community has also
examined a more relaxed type of biclustering, where the matching constraints do not need
to be as strict (Liu et al. 2006). This allows the generation of large bi-clusters, containing
many documents and many terms in the bi-cluster label. Such large bi-clusters essentially
reflect ‘‘communities’’ of documents, whose nature is described by the given terms. The
relaxed bi-clustering method used in the experiments described in this paper is based on the
use of Approximate Frequent Term-sets (AFT). AFT relaxes the exact matching criterion
and allows documents to violate some conditions. For example, AFT allows a document to
miss some of the bi-cluster’s label terms and thus a term does not have to represent each
document in that bi-cluster (Liu et al. 2006). In other words, AFT is a relaxed version of
EFT. Looking at Fig. 8b which has two bi-clusters, we can see that the relaxation rate is
30% which means that all bi-clusters are allowed to have noise in both rows and columns
up to 30%. For example, Doc_1, Doc_2 and Doc_3 have to have at least two terms from
18
By match, we mean that either the document contains the term, or there is a citation to it using this term,
depending on which representation is being used.
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the set of terms Term_1, Term_2 and Term_3. Also, the set of terms Term_1, Term_2 and
Term_3 have to appear in at least two documents from the set of documents Doc_1, Doc_2
and Doc_3. More formally (Liu et al. 2006), two conditions required for relaxed
bi-clustering are:
– Documents should match most of the terms in the label of the bi-cluster. One allows
Epsilon-r percent of the terms in the label of the bi-cluster to be missed by a document.
Since Epsilon-r refers to the percentage of terms which is permitted to be missed, a
document is considered for inclusion if it contains (1 - Epsilon-r) percent of the total
number of the terms in the label of the bi-cluster. In other words, Epsilon-r is the
permitted noise in each row.
– Terms should match most of the documents in the bi-cluster. One allows Epsilon-c
percent of documents to be missed. So a term is considered for inclusion if it matches
(1 - Epsilon-c) percent of the total number of the documents contained in the
bi-cluster. In other words, Epsilon-c is the permitted noise in each column.
Epsilon-r and Epsilon-c
Epsilon-r and Epsilon-c are two thresholds that should be specified by the user. In our
experiments, we have set both the document and term (rows and columns, respectively)
thresholds to 25%. Due to the limited space, we do not describe the bi-clustering algorithm.
Here is an example of some term labels generated for one of our bi-clusters in the Physics
domain using the AFT approach: instanton, curve, heterotic, topological, bundle, calabiyau, intersection, elliptic, threefold, fiber, fold, mirror, scale.
Summarization and clustering of bi-clusters
We have experimentally observed that bi-clustering techniques generate a very large
number of bi-clusters. Therefore, we elected to further cluster these bi-clusters using
K-means clustering, so that a smaller number of clusters would then be obtained and act as
a more compact summary. That is, every bi-cluster was represented by a vector consisting
of the bi-cluster’s label terms and the document IDs it contains. Then a simple K-means
clustering was applied in order to reduce the size of the bi-clustering by merging its similar
bi-clusters. This helps when we evaluate the accuracy of the bi-clusterings based on the
documents’ classes.
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